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Abstract: The Chinook (CH-47) helicopter has been the primary heavy lift helicopter for the United States (US) Army since
the Vietnam War. The current model is the CH-47F Block II. PM Cargo, the Army Acquisitions group responsible with
fielding the Army’s cargo helicopters, is responsible for ensuring that its aircraft reaches each milestone decision in a timely
and cost efficient manner. PM Cargo has identified a need for a detailed understanding of how weather conditions during the
test and evaluation phase impacts the overall program lifecycle. We developed a model that can provide insights on how
weather impacts the program life cycle. This model can analyze weather parameters, allowing PM Cargo to consider the
feasibility of accomplishing different tests on a day-to-day basis. Due to the time constraints during the testing and evaluation
phase of the acquisitions lifecycle, being able to analyze the most volatile aspect, weather.
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1. Introduction and Background
Program Management (PM) Cargo is responsible for the procurement of cargo helicopters into the Army. Currently,
their role deals with the integration of the Chinook (CH-47F) Block II. Within this process, there are three milestones that
have to be achieved before the helicopter can be fielded into the operational force: milestones A, B, and C. Initially,
milestone A makes a recommendation or seeks approval to determine the appropriate set of technologies to be integrated into
the full system. Milestone B is similar to milestone A except it involves risk and supportability analysis where this phase will
lead into the Engineering and manufacturing development phase. Right now, they are in the process of reaching a Milestone
C decision. Its purpose is to seek approval for acceptance into the production and development phase. PM Cargo is on track
to reach a Milestone C decision, which would allow Boeing to proceed to full production of the next generation of CH-47F
Block II helicopters. However, the current testing and evaluation phase is too sensitive to testing delays because it is
dependent on weather conditions at the testing locations.
To address this problem, PM Cargo is looking for an interactive tool that offers a responsive measure to dealing with
delays due to weather. Ideally, a model or program that can be updated based on the weather conditions offers the most
applicability. This would allow PM Cargo to make the most of the time afforded during this part of the operation. By looking
at wind, density altitude, cloud cover, cloud layer, temperature, and visibility, we can offer an in-depth analysis and
recommendation for testing and evaluation procedures, on a day-to-day basis. The utilization of the model will assist in the
analysis for weather data in future operations and allow PM Cargo to reach a milestone C decision in a timely manner. The
methodology section of this paper will add toward the understanding of the model, its purpose, and in-depth understanding of
the issue at hand.
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